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Jane Eyre (Fourth Edition) (Norton Critical Editions)

2016-06-27

the brontës gifted biographer provides us with another superlative norton critical edition of charlotte brontë s classic
novel for the classroom and for the general reader there s no better way to experience the context in which jane eyre
was written illuminating modern commentary and the novel itself in an authoritative text fred kaplan queens college
and the graduate center city university of new york this norton critical edition includes the third edition text 1848
the last corrected by charlotte brontë accompanied by revised and expanded explanatory footnotes contexts
highlighting jane eyre as a bildungsroman through diary entries and letters by the author about her experiences as a
student teacher and governess as well as her feelings about friendship love and writing five major critical
interpretations by virginia woolf sandra m gilbert and susan gubar susan meyer carla kaplan and kelly a marsh a
chronology and a selected bibliography

Pride and Prejudice (Fourth Edition) (Norton Critical Editions)

2016-06

the norton critical edition of pride and prejudice has been revised to reflect the most current scholarly approaches to
austen s most widely read novel the text is that of the 1813 first edition accompanied by revised and expanded
explanatory annotations this norton critical edition also includes biographical portraits of austen by members of her



family and new to the fourth edition those by jon spence becoming jane austen and paula byrne the real jane austen a
life in small things fourteen critical essays eleven of them new to the fourth edition reflecting the finest current
scholarship contributors include janet todd andrew elfenbein felicia bonaparte and tiffany potter among others writers
on austen a new section of brief comments by mark twain virginia woolf henry james and others a chronology and
revised and expanded selected bibliography

Challenge of Politics, 4th Edition

2013-02-15

so often political science is introduced to students as a segmented field the challenge of politics instead enables students
to see how the subfields converge around a set of crucial questions can we as citizens and students articulate and
defend a view of the good political life and its guiding political values can we develop a science of politics to help us
understand significant political phenomenaùthe empirical realities of politics can we bring a high level of political
prudence or wisdom to bear on judgments about politics and public issues can citizens and students creatively address
the future of politics riemer simon and romance aim to harmonize the valuable lessons of classic and contemporary
theory as well as to reconcile politics to scientific and empirical study the book gives students an avenue to explore the
impact of philosophy and ideology to recognize major forms of government to evaluate empirical findings and to
understand how policy issues directly affect peopleÆs lives throughout the authors look at political dynamics of
american comparative and international affairs while continuing to pursue its distinctive normative approach and
showing politics to be a potentially humanizing enterprise this new edition of challenge has been revised and updated



for major world events like the global financial crisis recent elections in the u s and elsewhere important policy
decisions like the recent supreme court ruling in the u s on healthcare and the aftermath of the arab spring based on
reviewer feedback it has also been substantially streamlined throughout

Social Work Treatment 4th Edition

1996-09-01

the most contemporary and relevant introduction to the field cultural psychology fourth edition is unmatched in both
its presentation of current global experimental research and its focus on helping students to think like cultural
psychologists

Cultural Psychology, 4th Edition Reg Card

2020-02-03

comic poetry is serious stuff combining incongruity satire and psychological effects to provide us a brief victory over
reason which could help us save ourselves if not the world this book champions the literary movement of comic
poetry in the u s providing an historical context and exploring the work of such writers as denise duhamel campbell
mcgrath billy collins thomas lux and tony hoagland their techniques reveal how they make us laugh while
addressing important social concerns



American Comic Poetry

2015-10-29

take students in grades 5 and up on a field trip without leaving the classroom using great artists and musicians in this
80 page book students explore artistic and musical movements and personalities through fun activities and worksheets
the book covers topics such as medieval art and music da vinci bach mozart the romantic period brahms courbet
impressionism and picasso the book presents and reinforces information through captivating reading passages and a
variety of reproducible activities it also includes a time line biographical sketches and a complete answer key

Great Artists and Musicians, Grades 5 - 8

2010-08-06

argues that most words do not have multiple meanings and criticizes the assignment of additional meanings through
overspecification

On Monosemy

1989-01-01



festschrift volume dedicated to kamjula venkata reddy b 1939 former professor of english sri krishnadevaraya
university contributed articles some previously published

Aspects of Contemporary World Literature

2008

qfinance the ultimate resource 4th edition offers both practical and thought provoking articles for the finance
practitioner written by leading experts from the markets and academia the coverage is expansive and in depth with
key themes which include balance sheets and cash flow regulation investment governance reputation management
and islamic finance encompassed in over 250 best practice and thought leadership articles this edition will also
comprise key perspectives on environmental social and governance esg factors essential for understanding the long
term sustainability of a company whether you are an investor or a corporate strategist also included checklists more
than 250 practical guides and solutions to daily financial challenges finance information sources 200 pages spanning 65
finance areas international financial information up to date country and industry data management library over 130
summaries of the most popular finance titles finance thinkers 50 biographies covering their work and life quotations
and dictionary



Catalogue of the Printed Books in the Library of the Middle Temple

1880

this book examines works from twelve authors from colonized cultures who write in english william butler yeats
james joyce joseph conrad chinua achebe maxine hong kinston amy tan toni morrison alic walker sandra cisneros ana
castillo louise erdrich and leslie marmon silko the book fins connection among these writers and their respective
works patsy daniels argues that the thinkers and writers of colonized culture must learn the language of the colonizer
and take it back to their own community thus making themselves translators who occupy a manufactured hybdid
space between two cultures

QFINANCE: The Ultimate Resource, 4th edition

2013-09-26

what happens when you want to take a holiday or even just pop out for a drink and your dog looks up at you with
expectant eyes do you know which pubs welcome muddy paws with a bowl of water and a dog biscuit or where you
and your dog can both enjoy a comfortable overnight stay from the editors of the uk s no 1 travel guide the much
loved good pub guide comes the good guide to dog friendly pubs hotels and b bs featuring a fantastic new easy to use
page layout and fully updated information the guide provides you with hundreds of wonderful places in the uk to
drink eat and stay with your pet so don t leave your dog a treat and take your faithful friend on holiday too



Voice of the Oppressed in the Language of the Oppressor

2013-05-13

all too often public policy textbooks offer a basic grounding in the policy process without the benefit of integrating the
use of policy analysis kraft and furlong since their first edition take a different tack they want students to understand
how and why policy analysis is used to assess policy alternatives not only to question the assumptions of policy
analysts but to recognize how analysis is used in support of political arguments to encourage critical and creative
thinking on issues ranging from the financial bailout to rising gas prices to natural disasters the authors introduce and
fully integrate an evaluative approach to policy public policy starts with a concise review of institutions policy actors
and major theoretical models the authors then discuss the nature of policy analysis and its practice and show students
how to employ evaluative criteria in six substantive policy areas public policy arms students with analytic tools they
need to understand the motivations of policy actors both within and outside of government influence a complex yet
comprehensible policy agenda enhancements to the 4th edition all chapters have been comprehensively updated to
include recent events issues and policy debates including the conduct of the wars in afghanistan and iraq the use of
private contractors for military support and operations the rising cost of gasoline and disputes over energy policy and
climate change the controversy over immigration policy requirements for financial regulation heightened concerns
over economic and social inequality and the clash over reforming taxes and entitlement programs as well as dealing
with the federal deficit and national debt new and updated working with sources and steps to analysis features help
students investigate sources of information and apply evaluative criteria new and updated end of chapter discussion
questions suggested readings and web sites



Good Guide to Dog Friendly Pubs, Hotels and B&Bs 4th edition

2009-02-05

the wisdom of menopause offers an honest look at the menopausal transition if you are looking for realistic positive and
constructive solutions to the inevitable challenges of life then look no further you have found your sourcebook the
north american menopause society a 1 new york times bestseller when first published this groundbreaking book has
inspired more than a million women with a dramatically new vision of midlife and will continue to do so for
generations to come as dr christiane northrup explains the change is not simply a collection of physical symptoms to be
fixed but a mind body revolution that brings the greatest opportunity for growth since adolescence the choices a
woman makes now from the quality of her relationships to the quality of her diet have the power to secure vibrant
health and well being for the rest of her life in this fully revised and updated fourth edition dr northrup draws on the
current research and medical advances in women s health including up to date information on hormone testing and
hormone therapy a completely new take on losing weight and training your mind to release extra pounds new
insights on the relationship between thyroid function hashimoto s disease and epstein barr virus with a new program
for healing thyroid issues all you need to know about perimenopause and why it s critical to your well being the
latest on new less invasive and more effective fibroid treatments information on which supplements are better than
botox for keeping your skin looking youthful additional advice on dealing with pelvic health issues including pelvic
prolapse with this trusted resource dr northrup shows that women can make menopause a time of personal
empowerment emerging wiser healthier and stronger in both mind and body than ever before



Public Policy: Politics, Analysis, and Alternatives, 4th Edition

2013

since the last edition of this definitive textbook was published in 2013 much has happened in the field of animal
behavior in this fourth edition lee alan dugatkin draws on cutting edge new work not only to update and expand on
the studies presented but also to reinforce the previous editions focus on ultimate and proximate causation as well as
the book s unique emphasis on natural selection learning and cultural transmission the result is a state of the art
textbook on animal behavior that explains underlying concepts in a way that is both scientifically rigorous and
accessible to students each chapter in the book provides a sound theoretical and conceptual basis upon which the
empirical studies rest a completely new feature in this edition are the cognitive connection boxes in chapters 2 17
designed to dig deep into the importance of the cognitive underpinnings to many types of behaviors each box focuses
on a specific issue related to cognition and the particular topic covered in that chapter as principles of animal behavior
makes clear the tapestry of animal behavior is created from weaving all of these components into a beautiful whole
with dugatkin s exquisitely illustrated comprehensive and up to date fourth edition we are able to admire that beauty
anew

The Wisdom of Menopause (4th Edition)

2021-05-11



a veteran hiker revisits old favorite trails in the buckeye state in this revised and updated edition ralph ramey visits
old and new trails that reflect his love of hiking in ohio walks through remnant prairies and an area of drifting sand
dunes a climb to a dolomite promontory and a hike though a deep deciduous forest are among the trekking
adventures that ramey describes in detail in this update of his classic hiking guide

Principles of Animal Behavior, 4th Edition

2020-01-15

teachers are often told that new teaching methods and materials are based on the latest research but what does this
mean in practice this book introduces you to some of the language acquisition research that will help you not just to
evaluate existing materials but also to adapt and use them in a way that fits what we currently understand about how
languages are learned

50 Hikes in Ohio (4th Edition) (Explorer's 50 Hikes)

2016-04-18

wine fiction a bibliography 4th edition will appeal to you who like to read fiction books with a wine winery or
vineyard theme this 98 page book lists 2500 ebooks in 13 categories including mystery novel romance story fantasy
horror to name six of the generas these may be new old or hard to find books new to this edition is a list of movies



based on a wine fiction book click on a category in the table of contents to move to your genera of choice happy
reading

How Languages are Learned 4th edition - Oxford Handbooks for Language
Teachers

2013-01-10

over 50 000 copies sold of earlier editions powerful strategies and practical tools for white people committed to racial
justice completely revised and updated this fourth edition of uprooting racism offers a framework around
neoliberalism and interpersonal institutional and cultural racism along with stories of resistance and white solidarity it
provides practical tools and advice on how white people can work as allies for racial justice engaging the reader
through questions exercises and suggestions for action and includes a wealth of information about specific cultural
groups such as muslims people with mixed heritage native americans jews recent immigrants asian americans and
latino as inequalities in education housing health care and the job market continue to prevail while increased
insecurity and fear have led to an epidemic of scapegoating and harassment of people of color yet recent polls show
that only thirty one percent of white people in the united states believe racism is a major societal problem at the same
time resistance is strong as highlighted by indigenous struggles for land and sovereignty and the movement for black
lives previous editions of uprooting racism have sold more than 50 000 copies this accessible personal supportive and
practical guide is ideal for students community activists teachers youth workers and anyone interested in issues of



diversity multiculturalism and social justice paul kivel is an award winning author and an accomplished trainer and
speaker he has been a social justice activist a nationally and internationally recognized anti racism educator and an
innovative leader in violence prevention for over forty years

Wine Fiction: A Bibliography - 4th Edition

2017-09-01

eldenburg s fourth edition of management accounting combines the basic technical issues associated with cost
management management accounting and control with more recent and emerging themes and issues management
accounting is a compulsory element of the accounting major and this text is written to cover the content typically
taught in the two management accounting units offered in most accounting programs the management accounting
interactive e text features a range of instructional media content designed to provide students with an engaging
learning experience this includes case videos interactive problems and questions with immediate feedback eldenburg
s unique resource can also form the basis of a blended learning solution for lecturers

Uprooting Racism - 4th Edition

2020-01-21

jane austen s creative process has been largely unexamined this book explores her development as a writer what she



adapted from tradition for her needs what she learned novel to novel how she used that learning in future works and
how her ultimate mastery of fiction changed the course of english literature jane austen overcame the limitations of
early fiction by pivoting from superficial adventures to the psychological studies that have defined the novel since her
creativity and technique grew as she wrestled with pragmatic writing issues this evaluation of austen s creative
process brings into focus the strengths and weaknesses of her six novels each is examined in its use of major fictional
techniques description scene building point of view and psychological development to reveal unique literary
attributes the result is a revealing analysis of how world class fiction is built from the ground up

Management Accounting, 4th Edition

2024-05-31

surfing has fascinated filmmakers since thomas edison shot footage of waikiki beachboys in 1906 before the 1950s surf
craze surfing showed up in travelogues or as exotic background for studio features the arrival of gidget 1959 on the
big screen swept the sport into popular culture but surfer filmmakers were already featuring the day s best surfers in
self narrated two reelers hollywood and independent filmmakers have produced about three dozen surf films in the
last half century including the frothy beach party movies point break 1991 and chasing mavericks 2012 from bud
browne s earliest efforts to the endless summer 1966 riding giants 2004 and today s brilliant videos over 1 000 surfing
movies have celebrated the stoke this first full length study of surf movies gives critical attention to hundreds of the
most important films



Jane Austen and the Creation of Modern Fiction

2015-10-05

the western american landscape has always had great significance in american thinking requiring an unlikely union
between frontier mythology and the reality of a fragile western environment additionally it has borne the burden of
being a gendered space seen by some as the traditional virgin land of the explorers and pioneers subject to masculine
desires and by others as a masculine space in which the feminine is neither desired nor appreciated both wallace
stegner and cormac mccarthy focus on this landscape and environment its spiritual narrative symbolic imaginative and
ideological force is central to their work in this study mcgilchrist shows how their various treatments of these issues
relate to the social climates pre and post vietnam era in which they were written and how despite historical
discontinuities both stegner and mccarthy reveal a similar unease about the effects of the myth of the frontier on
american thought and life the gendering of the landscape is revealed as indicative of the attempts to deny the failure
of the myth and to force the often numinous western landscape into parameters which will never contain it stegner s
pre vietnam sensibility allows the natural world to emerge tentatively triumphant from the ruins of frontier
mythology whereas mccarthy s conclusions suggest a darker future for the west in particular and america in general
however mcgilchrist suggests that the conclusion of mccarthy s border trilogy upon which her arguments regarding
mccarthy are largely based offers a gleam of hope in its final conclusion of acceptance of the feminine



Surfing in the Movies

2012-06-25

includes part 1 number 1 2 books and pamphlets including serials and contributions to periodicals january december

The Western Landscape in Cormac McCarthy and Wallace Stegner

1957

celebrating the voices current and past that surface in lyric poetry

Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series

2024

the fourth edition of community organizing and community building for health and social equity provides both classic
and recent contributions to the field with a special accent on how these approaches can contribute to health and social
equity the 23 chapters offer conceptual frameworks skill building and case studies in areas like coalition building
organizing by and with women of color community assessment and the power of the arts the internet social media
and policy and media advocacy in such work the use of participatory evaluation and strategies and tips on fundraising



for community organizing also are presented as are the ethical challenges that can arise in this work and helpful tools
for anticipating and addressing them also included are study questions for use in the classroom many of the book s
contributors are leaders in their academic fields from public health and social work to community psychology and
urban and regional planning and to social and political science one author was the 44th president of the united states
himself a former community organizer in chicago who reflects on his earlier vocation and its importance other
contributors are inspiring community leaders whose work on the ground and in partnership with us outsiders
highlights both the power of collaboration and the cultural humility and other skills required to do it well throughout
this book and particularly in the case studies and examples shared the role of context is critical and never far from
view included here most recently are the horrific and continuing toll of the covid 19 pandemic and a long overdue
yet still greatly circumscribed national reckoning with systemic racism in the aftermath of the brutal police killing of
yet another unarmed black person and then another and another seemingly without end in many chapters the
authors highlight different facets of the black lives matter movement that took on new life across the country and the
world in response to these atrocities in other chapters the existential threat of climate change and grave threats to
democracy also are underscored view the table of contents and introductory text for the supplementary instructor
resources d3tto5i5w9ogdd cloudfront net wp content uploads 2022 02 04143046 9781978832176 optimized sampler pdf
supplementary instructor resources are available on request rutgersuniversitypress org communityorganizing

Ghosts and the Overplus

2021-12-10



now the most populous minority group in the united states latino as increasingly need guidance on the everyday
issues that affect their economic livelihood their freedom and their equal rights to dignity and opportunity this
comprehensive guide is organized around the three flashpoints that contribute to the unique legal treatment of latino
as immigration status language regulation and racial ethnic discrimination these points are examined in the venues of
everyday life for latino as from discrimination in housing to discrimination and language regulation in the workplace
and lack of protection for immigrant labor to classrooms where the bilingual education debate rages to the voting booth
and the criminal justice system where latino as confront racial profiling and language barriers

Community Organizing and Community Building for Health and Social
Equity, 4th edition

2005-02-01

this classic work is an exploration of what natural history is and a sustained effort to see how it relates to other areas of
biology marston bates did not attempt to overwhelm his audience with facts or overinterpret those he did use and
perhaps for this reason the nature of natural history is a timeless work the author s genuine interest in the tropics has
a very current feeling and the first ten or fifteen chapters of the work have a style that is parallel to that of david
attenborough s verbal presentations of nature from the book i have already made several remarks about the connection
between parasitism and degeneracy i suspect this is a matter of point of view we are predatory animals ourselves and
consequently admire the characteristics of predationagility speed cunning self reliance we feel a certain kinship with



the lion and regard the liver fluke with horror if a sheep were given the choice though it might prefer to be
debilitated by liver flukes rather than killed by a lion originally published in 1990 the princeton legacy library uses
the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished
backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while
presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press
since its founding in 1905

Making America, Volume 1, 4th Ed + Student Research Passkey, 1st Ed +
Atlas

2015-11-17

doing anti oppressive social work brings together critical social work authors to passionately engage with pressing
social issues and to pose new solutions practices and analysis in the context of growing inequities and the need for
reconciliation decolonization and far reaching change the book presents strong intersectional perspectives and practice
engaging closely with decolonization re indigenization resistance and social justice like the first three editions the 4th
edition foregrounds the voices of those less heard in social work academia and to provide cutting edge critical
reflection and skills including social work s relationship to the state and social work s responsibility to individuals
communities and its own ethics and standards of practice indigenous black racialized transgender dis ability and allied



scholars offer identity engaged and intersectional analyses on a wide range of issues facing those working with
intersectional cultural humility racism and child welfare poverty and single mothers critical gerontology and older
people and immigrant and racialized families this 4th edition of doing anti oppressive social work goes well beyond its
predecessors updating and revising popular chapters but also problematizing aop and engaging closely with new and
emerging issues

Everyday Law for Latino/as

2014-07-14

the fourth edition of this book has been widely revised it includes additional chapters and some sections are
complemented with either new ones or an extension of their content in this latest edition a complete treatment of the
physics and properties of semiconductors is presented covering transport phenomena in semiconductors scattering
mechanisms radiation effects and displacement damages furthermore this edition presents a comprehensive treatment
of the coulomb scattering on screened nuclear potentials resulting from electrons protons light and heavy ions ranging
from very low up to ultra relativistic kinetic energies and allowing one to derive the corresponding niel non ionizing
energy loss doses deposited in any material the contents are organized into two parts chapters 1 to 7 cover particle
interactions and displacement damage while the remaining chapters focus on radiation environments and particle
detection this book can serve as reference for graduate students and final year undergraduates and also as supplement
for courses in particle astroparticle space physics and instrumentation a section of the book is directed toward courses in
medical physics researchers in experimental particle physics at low medium and high energy who are dealing with



instrumentation will also find the book useful

The Nature of Natural History

2022-11-15T00:00:00Z

trust this bestselling resource to provide you with the clearest introduction to the major approaches in counselling
written by expert counsellor and bestselling author margaret hough this textbook provides the clearest overview and
introduction to the subject it covers the major approaches to the field how they interrelate and how you can put them
into practice suitable for a wide range of qualifications from foundation courses to higher education it will help you to
understand the nature of counselling the skills you will need to develop and how to overcome the challenges you
might face in this rewarding profession this new edition now in full colour provides up to date research on topics such
as ethics in counselling and the importance of both supervision and person centred care in residential and hospital
settings navigate your way easily with the book s clear language and structure translate theory into practice with
realistic case studies exercises and other useful features develop your knowledge with extended coverage of cognitive
behavioural therapy brief therapy and online counselling further your understanding with expanded coverage of
working with younger clients counselling for trauma and disaster and psychodynamic theories



Doing Anti-Oppressive Social Work, 4th ed.

1998-04

updated with the latest facts and photos a black history buff s dream ebony from ground breaking achievements to
awe inspiring feats of excellence this definitive resource reveals over 450 firsts by african americans in fields as
diverse as government entertainment education science medicine law the military and the business world discover
the first doctor to perform open heart surgery and the youngest person to fly solo around the world learn about the
first african americans to walk in space to serve two terms as president of the united states and many other wonderful
and important contributions often accomplished despite poverty discrimination and racism did you know that at her
first olympics gabrielle douglas became the first african american woman to win gold in both the team and individual
all around olympic competitions sophia danenberg scaled new heights as the first african american to reach the top of
mount everest dr patricia e bath revolutionized laser eye surgery as the first african american woman doctor to
receive a patent shonda rhimes was the first african american woman to create and produce a top television series
ursula burns was the first african american woman ceo of a fortune 500 company spanning colonial days to the present
african american firsts is a clear reflection of a prideful legacy a celebration of our changing times and a signpost to an
even greater future over 100 pages of photographs fully revised and updated fascinating an excellent source for
browsing and for locating facts that are hard to find elsewhere school library journal i recommend this book a tool
with innumerable possibilities which will help individuals understand the contributions and inventions of african
americans the late dr betty shabazz for browsing or serious queries on great achievements by blacks in america
booklist



Forthcoming Books

2015-12-17

serious poultry farmers and backyard bird raisers have relied on this best selling reference for more than 20 years the
fourth edition of gail damerow s comprehensive handbook is now completely revised and redesigned making it more
accessible and informative than ever you ll get the most up to date details on shelter food health care eggs chicks and
meat and recent research into chicken behavior and communication makes the sections on flock management truly
authoritative new color photos and illustrations provide more specificity and information about chicken breeds
anatomy and health

Principles of Radiation Interaction in Matter and Detection (4th Edition)

2014-06-06

reprint of the original first published in 1870

Counselling Skills and Theory 4th Edition

2013-12-31



today s clinical social workers face a spectrum of social issues and problems of a scope and severity hardly imagined
just a few years ago and an ever widening domain of responsibility to overcome them theory and practice in clinical
social work is the authoritative handbook for social work clinicians and graduate social work students that keeps pace
with rapid social changes and presents carefully devised methods models and techniques for responding to the needs
of an increasingly diverse clientele following an overview of the principal frameworks for clinical practice including
systems theory behavioral and cognitive theories psychoanalytic theory and neurobiological theory the book goes on
to present the major social crises problems and new populations the social work clinician confronts each day theory
and practice in clinical social work includes 29 original chapters many with carefully crafted and detailed clinical
illustrations by leading social work scholars and master clinicians who represent the widest variety of clinical
orientations and specializations collectively these leading authors have treated nearly every conceivable clinical
population in virtually every practice context using a full array of treatment approaches and modalities included in
this volume are chapters on practice with adults and children clinical social work with adolescents family therapy and
children s treatment groups other chapters focus on social work with communities affected by disasters and terrorism
clinical case management cross cultural clinical practice psychopharmacology practice with older adults and mourning
and loss the extraordinary breadth of coverage will make this book an essential source of information for students in
advanced practice courses and practicing social workers alike

African American Firsts, 4th Edition

1868



Catalogue of Books Added to the Library of Congress, from December 1, 1866,
to December 1, 1867

2017-12-26

Storey's Guide to Raising Chickens, 4th Edition

2020-04-08

Catalogue of the Mercantile Library of Philadelphia

2005-02-01

Making America, Volume 2, 4th Ed + Student Research Passkey, 1st Ed +
Atlas

2010-02-16



Theory & Practice in Clinical Social Work
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